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Background: Suicide is a public health issue and a main cause of mortality

among ado lescents and the youth wor ldwide , pa r t i cu l a r l y in

developing countries.

Objectives: The present research is a systematic review aiming to investigate the

spatial, geographical, and demographic factors related to suicide among

adolescents and the youth.

Methods: In this systematic review, two researchers examined PsycINFO,Web of

Science, Scopus, and PubMed databases on December 7th, 2022 with no time

limits from the beginning of publication until 2022 to identify the primary studies

on spatial and geographic analysis on adolescent and youth suicides. Once

duplicate studies were identified and removed, the titles and abstracts of studies

were examined and irrelevant studies were also removed. Finally, 22 studies were

reviewed based on the inclusion criteria.

Results: Our findings show that suicide rates are generally higher among men,

residents of rural and less densely populated regions, coastal and mountainous

regions, natives, 15-29 age group, less privileged populations with social

fragmentation, unemployed, divorced or lonely people, those who live in single

parent families, people with mental health issues, and those with low levels

of education.

Conclusions: Stronger evidence supports the effects of geographic and

demographic variables on youth and adolescent suicide rates as compared

with spatial variables. These findings suggest that policy makers take spatial

and demographic factors into consideration when health systems allocate
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resources for suicide prevention, and that national policymakers integrate

demographic and geographic variables into health service programs.

Systematic Review Registration: https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/,

identifier CRD42023430994.
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Backgrounds

Suicide is defined as a death directly or indirectly caused by

intentionally poisoning or injuring oneself (1). As a serious public

health issue, suicide constitutes the cause of death of about 800,000

(1.4%) individuals per year in the world (2). Approximately 78% of

suicide cases have been reported in low-income countries (3). The

annual frequency of suicide in different countries ranges from below

1 per 100,000 deaths in Saudi Arabia and Belize to over 40 per

100,000 deaths in Lithuania and Guyana (4, 5). In 2016, the WHO

estimated the annual mortality from suicide at 10.7 per 100,000 (6).

Suicide is a major cause of mortality among the youth and

adolescents, especially in developing countries (7). In 2015, suicide

was reported as the cause of death among 6% of adolescents (8, 9).

After road accidents, suicide constitutes the second leading cause of

death among individual aged 10-24 years (10, 11). Research

suggests 1-10% of adolescents commit suicide at least once in

their l i fe given the social st igma of suic ide and its

misclassification (12–14), the suicide frequency is underestimated

at 164,000 in individuals aged below 25 years (15, 16).

Pesticide poisoning, hanging and use of firearms globally

constitute the cause of 30% of suicides. The means of suicide used

by the victims largely depends on their accessibility to lethal objects

(17, 18). Suicide exerts severe and long-lasting effects on the family

and friends as suicide survivors. Research suggests positive

relationships between degree of depression in the bereaved and

their closeness with those committing suicide (19, 20). “Suicide and

self-inflicted injuries” was the 14th and 18th (21) leading cause of

disability-adjusted life years in 2013 and 2016, respectively (22).

Given the significant social and individual effects of suicide,

acquiring awareness of its temporal and spatial patterns in different

demographic groups by age, gender and ethnicity and identifying

the causes of changes in these patterns are essential for designing

effective suicide control and prevention plans. Identifying both risk

factors and socio-geographical background is also integral to an

effective suicide prevention strategy (23, 24).

Spatial analysis can help investigate the geographic pattern of

suicide (25), identify areas with greater risk of suicide, explore the

potential relationship between local factors and suicide risk (26),

and assess the rates across geographic units (27).
02
Multiple factors are associated with suicide as the outcome of

complex interactions of individuals with family members and their

community (28). Research suggests suicide relates to genetic, social

and family factors (29) and psychological factors such as depression

and anxiety (29–31) as well as adverse childhood experiences,

neglect by parents (32), age, gender, sexual orientation,

socioeconomic status (33, 34), academic achievement and

absenteeism (35, 36), and substance abuse (2). Suicide protective

factors also include having a large number of children, family

support, coping skills and religiousness (37–39).

Despite the importance of these studies, their limitations

include failure to explain suicide and its distribution in different

locations. National and global initiatives based on early risk

detection and management play a key role in saving lives and

suicide prevention as a public health priority. As a suicide

monitoring method, spatial and geographic analyses have been

conducted to identify high suicide-risk areas (40). These analyses

can assist policymakers in determining the causes of suicide,

predicating local suicide patterns based on suicide-related data

and developing suicide prevention strategies and appropriate

interventions in high-risk regions. The present research was

therefore conducted to systematically review the spatial and

geographic analysis of suicide and its demographic factors in

adolescents and the youth.
Methods

Study design

This systematic review was performed to investigate the spatial,

geographic and demographic factors of suicide in adolescents and

the youth based on the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic

Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) (41), as a guideline for

appropriate and accurate information sources. After formulating

the research question, the search strategy was designed and the

systematic review was conducted by screening for eligible articles.

Afterwards, two researchers independently employed the

Strengthening the Reporting of Observational studies in

Epidemiology (STROBE) (42) to qualitatively evaluate the articles
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and extract data. A third person resolved potential conflicts in the

interpretation of data. This systematic review has been registered on

the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews

(PROSPERO, Registration number: CRD42023430994).
Research question

The research question was formulated based on the population

(P), exposure (E), comparator (C), and outcome of interest (O) in

the review (PECO) for spatial and geographic analysis of completed

suicide in teenagers and young adults (Studies and findings related

to suicidal idea and suicidal thoughts, suicidal intention,

unsuccessful attempts to commit suicide were excluded). PECO

helps researchers create research questions (43). Three main

dimensions of spatial, geographic, and demographic factors (E,

exposure, interest), suicide (O, outcome based on the study interest)

of adolescent and young boys and girls, and (P, population) were

investigated by the researchers. Accordingly, what is the research

question, and spatial, geographic, and demographic factors related

to suicide in adolescents and the youth? It must be noted that the

study was not context-specific (C).
Systematic search

Table 1 presents the strategy of systematic search before

identification and screening. The keyword search was enriched in

the identification stage using synonyms and based on MeSH in

PubMed, and was modified for other databases. Boolean operators

were also used along with keywords. We retrieved 3001 articles in

the systematic literature search conducted in PubMed, Scopus, Web

of Science and PsycINFO on 7 December 2022. These four

databases were selected due to their academic nature and

accessibility in Iran. The retrieved data were entered into

EndNote and 1040 duplicate articles were identified and eliminated.
Screening and inclusion and exclusion criteria
Two researchers separately assessed the titles and abstracts of

1961 studies for relevance. The search was run from database

inception till December 7th, 2022 with no time limits with the

inclusion criteria of being an original study in the English language,

and focused on the spatial and geographic analysis of suicide in

adolescents and the youth. Only studies on completed suicides were

included. Studies and findings for suicidal ideation, suicide

attempts, and failed suicides were excluded. Thus, qualitative

studies, case reports, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, review

studies, conference papers, book chapters, letters to editors, and

intervention studies were excluded. Finally, 82 studies remained for

full text evaluation.
Frontiers in Psychiatry 03
Eligibility

Two of the authors independently evaluated the full texts of 82

studies, which resulted in the exclusion of 60 studies for reasons

stated in Figure 1. The remaining studies were entered into the

quality evaluation and data extraction process.
TABLE 1 Keyword search used in the identification process.

PubMed (Suicide*[tiab] OR “Attempted Suicide*”[tiab] OR “Suicide
Attempt”[tiab] OR Parasuicide*[tiab] OR “Completed
Suicide*”[tiab] OR “Fatal Attempt*”[tiab] OR “Fatal
Suicide*”[tiab]) AND (spatial[tiab] OR “Spatial Analyses”[tiab]
OR “Spacial Analysis”[tiab] OR “Spacial Analyses”[tiab] OR
Kriging*[tiab] OR “Spatial Interpolation*”[tiab] OR “Spatial
Autocorrelation*”[tiab] OR “Spatial Dependenc*”[tiab] OR
“Kernel Density Estimation*”[tiab] OR “spatial regression”[tiab]
OR “Geographically Weighted Regression*”[tiab] OR
“Geographic Mapping*”[tiab] OR “Geographic
Cartography”[tiab] OR “Dasymetric Mapping*”[tiab] OR
Geocoding[tiab] OR “Choropleth Mapping*”[tiab] OR
Georeferencing[tiab] OR spacial[tiab] OR geographic*[tiab] OR
cluster*[tiab]) AND (child*[tiab] OR adolescence[tiab] OR
adolescent*[tiab] OR youth*[tiab] OR teen*[tiab] OR
teenager*[tiab])

Scopus TITLE-ABS-KEY(suicide* OR “Attempted Suicide*” OR “Suicide
Attempt” OR Parasuicide* OR “Completed Suicide*” OR “Fatal
Attempt*” OR “Fatal Suicide*”) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY(spatial
OR “Spatial Analyses” OR “Spacial Analysis” OR “Spacial
Analyses” OR Kriging* OR “Spatial Interpolation*” OR “Spatial
Autocorrelation*” OR “Spatial Dependenc*” OR “Kernel Density
Estimation*” OR “spatial regression” OR “Geographically
Weighted Regression*” OR “geographic mapping*” OR
“Geographic Cartography” OR “Dasymetric Mapping*” OR
Geocoding OR “Choropleth Mapping*” OR Georeferencing OR
spacial OR geographic* OR cluster*) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY
(child* OR adolescence OR adolescent* OR youth* OR teen*
OR teenager*)

Web
Of Science

TS=(suicide* OR “Attempted Suicide*” OR “Suicide Attempt”
OR Parasuicide* OR “Completed Suicide*” OR “Fatal Attempt*”
OR “Fatal Suicide*”) AND TS=(spatial OR “Spatial Analyses” OR
“Spacial Analysis” OR “Spacial Analyses” OR Kriging* OR
“Spatial Interpolation*” OR “Spatial Autocorrelation*” OR
“Spatial Dependenc*” OR “Kernel Density Estimation*” OR
“spatial regression” OR “Geographically Weighted Regression*”
OR “geographic mapping*” OR “Geographic Cartography” OR
“Dasymetric Mapping*” OR Geocoding OR “Choropleth
Mapping*” OR Georeferencing OR spacial OR geographic* OR
cluster*) AND TS=(child* OR adolescence OR adolescent* OR
youth* OR teen* OR teenager*)

PhsycINFO (suicide* OR “Attempted Suicide*” OR “Suicide Attempt” OR
Parasuicide* OR “Completed Suicide*” OR “Fatal Attempt*” OR
“Fatal Suicide*”) AND (spatial OR “Spatial Analyses” OR
“Spacial Analysis” OR “Spacial Analyses” OR Kriging* OR
“Spatial Interpolation*” OR “Spatial Autocorrelation*” OR
“Spatial Dependenc*” OR “Kernel Density Estimation*” OR
“spatial regression” OR “Geographically Weighted Regression*”
OR “geographic mapping*” OR “Geographic Cartography” OR
“Dasymetric Mapping*” OR Geocoding OR “Choropleth
Mapping*” OR Georeferencing OR spacial OR geographic* OR
cluster*) AND (child* OR adolescence OR adolescent* OR
youth* OR teen* OR teenager*)
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Quality assessment

The remaining articles were examined after the full-text reading

stage and determining the eligibility in terms of the risk of bias

assessment to ensure the quality of the studies (44). The quality of

the studies was evaluated based on the STROBE checklist, and finally

22 articles were included for review in the present study. Quality

assessment was performed by two people independently. The articles

that scored between 11-16 were evaluated as appropriate and the

articles that scored more than 16 were evaluated as good (45, 46). Each

study was evaluated to check the potential risk of biases through the key

areas of study design, sample size justification, target population,

sampling strategy, sample selection, validity and reliability of

measurement, methodological limitations, and discussion. Any

differences between the two authors were resolved through

discussion until an agreement was reached.

The two researchers independently extracted the following data

from the studies: author’s name, publication date, country, study

objective, study design, sample volume, statistical test, and findings.

Disputes were resolved by talking and help from a third person. In

the next stage, the researchers systematically merged the findings

based on the use of words, text, and study findings to explain

relationships between the extracted data (47). Discussions between

the researchers about the relationship of similar data led to

classification of the data into different categories. This technique

was repeated until logical findings were formed for interpretation.

Table 2 presents the results of the study review.

Data synthesis

Considering the method of systematic review for examining a

spatial, geographic, and demographic analysis of factors associated

with adolescent and youth suicide, a narrative synthesis was

considered to be the most appropriate method of data analysis.
Frontiers in Psychiatry 04
Results

Eight studies from Europe, seven from America, six from Asia,

and one from Oceania were reviewed in the present study. No

studies from Africa were retrieved in the review. The lowest suicide

rate was reported at 0.97 per 100,000 in Hong Kong and the highest

at 65.2 per 100,000 in Brazil. Most studies were longitudinal and

retrospective. Regression and Poisson analyses were the most

frequently used statistical tests in the studies. The largest sample

size pertained to a study from the US with 71,306 people and the

smallest sample size was 118 people in a study from Greece.
Age

Review of literature revealed lower suicide rates for the age

group under 15 as compared with the age group 15-29 in most

studies. As age increased in the 15-29 age group, suicide rates also

increased (49, 54, 58, 60).
Gender

In most of the reviewed studies, men had higher suicide rates

than women (8, 49–51, 54, 59, 60, 63, 65), but some studies reported

higher death rates due to self-burning in women aged 15-24 (64),

and completed suicide rates as higher in girls living in rural areas (8,

59). Also, despite the higher suicide rates for men, certain studies

showed no difference between men and women (57), especially in

the under-14 age bracket (53). In one study, however, suicide rates

for men and women in rural areas were about twice as high as those

for men and women in urban areas (55).
Depression

Higher suicide rates have been reported in regions with high

numbers of patients with treated depression or under treatment for

mental disorders (57).
Education level

Studies reported a significant relationship between low levels of

education and self-burning (63). Only one study reported a

significant relationship between high levels of education in

mothers and higher suicide rates in adolescents and the youth (57).
Social isolation

Certain studies reported a low population density (60) with a

high proportion of one-member and single-parent households as a

suicide predictor (53, 54, 57, 65). One study showed lower suicide

rates for people living in families than for those living alone (59).
FIGURE 1

PRISMA flow diagram.
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TABLE 2 Data extraction and evaluation of study quality.

Findings Quality
assessment
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Race and ethnicity

In two studies conducted in urban areas, minority people

suffered higher suicide rates than other ethnic and racial groups

(49, 65). However, the majority of studies showed higher suicide

rates for natives of Alaska, Brazil, the Netherlands, Hong Kong, and

Ecuador than non-natives, immigrants, and white individuals (8,

49, 56, 59, 62, 64).
Marital status

Some studies have confirmed the relationship between divorce

and suicide [66]. Suicide rates also showed an inverse relationship

with the percentage of households headed by married couples

(65). Suicide rates were higher among widowed and divorced

people than among married couples (64). Married women showed

a higher rate of suicide and death by self-burning than married

men (48).
Employment status

Several studies have confirmed the relationship between

unemployment and suicide (48, 54, 65). Only one study showed a

higher suicide rate in regions with low unemployment (57).
Deprivation and social fragmentation

Higher suicide rates were observed in underprivileged regions

with social fragmentation (23, 66). Studies have shown higher

suicide rates in men than in women in underprivileged regions (23).
Urban and rural area and the suburbs

The majority of studies reported higher suicide rates in

regions classified as rural (23, 23, 48, 49, 54, 58, 62, 62, 65).

Higher suicide rates were also reported in the suburbs relative to

urban areas (49, 63). Other studies reported higher suicide rates in

cities with psychiatric hospitals (59). Certain studies reported

higher suicide rates for rural girls and urban boys (58). Other

studies reported higher suicide rates for urban girls and rural boys

(23). One study on the urban areas of the US reported a higher

suicide rate among men and natives compared to women and

non-natives (49).
Socioeconomic status

Higher suicide rates were observed in areas with a lower

socioeconomic status (23, 66).
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Highlands, mountainous, and coastal areas

A study in Ecuador reported a high suicide rate in the highlands

and mountainous areas of the Amazon (8). A higher suicide rate

was also observed in the Welsh and English coastal areas (54).

Higher suicide rates were observed for the youths of northern Italy

and Australia compared to other regions (51, 52).
Population density and housing

Areas with a larger number of families living in more populated

public housing (66) had higher suicide rates (23, 53, 56, 66). Some

studies also report higher suicide rates in low density populations

(54, 60), or lower risk of suicide in high density populations (23).
Seasons of the year

Some studies reported that suicide rates were higher in the spring

(50, 61) and summer (50). Other studies, however, showed no

relationship between suicide and days and seasons of the year (8, 59, 63).
Miscellaneous

One study showed a relationship between the poverty rate, GDP

per capita, employment rate, foreign married women’s rate, crime

rate, number of psychiatrists, and social welfare costs, with suicide

rates in 15-19-year-old adolescents (53).
Discussion

A classical study by Durkheim found geographical and temporal

variations effective in mortality from suicide and community effective

in the tendency of individuals to commit suicide. This study found

suicide frequency in a population to reflect its geographical and

socioeconomic features, and suicide risk factors at a community level

not to simply constitute the sum of individual risk factors. The

limitations of the studies conducted on individual risk factors were

also highlighted in this study in terms of investigating the fundamental

causes and preventive measures of suicide (67). The present research

aimed at exploring the spatial, geographical and demographic factors

related to suicide in adolescents and the youth. Numerous studies on

spatial and temporal variations in suicide reported mortality from

suicide as a function of geographical location (19, 40). In contrast,

Fowler and Caley reported insignificant differences in the frequency

and risk of suicide in 1.3 million individuals in England and Wales

among different populations and geographical locations. They

explained their findings by the scarcity of suicide as an outcome and

found collecting data on suicide to rarely lead to discovering local

groups and targeted interventions (68).
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The present systematic review showed a higher suicide

frequency for the age group of 15-29 years old than that for the

age group of below 15 years. Similarly, numerous studies suggest the

growing suicide frequency at the age of below 29 years than in other

age groups (69, 70). Research indicates positive relationships

between age and suicide frequency such that 6% of suicides were

reported in adolescents aged below fifteen, 34% in those aged 15-19

and 60% in the 20-24 age group (55). These findings are a global

alarm to urgently adopt appropriate preventive measures. Research

also relates the higher risk of suicide at lower ages to receiving

decreased support, poor religious activities, living alone or in single-

parent families, alcohol abuse, unemployment and facing new

stressful responsibilities such as financially or vocationally

supporting oneself or one’s family (69, 71–73).

In line with literature, the present systematic review found

increased suicide frequencies in males than those in females of the

adolescent and young age group (74, 75), which can be explained by

the heavier burden of economic loads carried by men (66). Gender-

based social expectations of men, their higher exposure to risk and

their lower tendency to seek help during depression or on the verge

of suicidal behaviors can be attributed to an emphasis on their

commitment to be strong, independent and capable (8, 76). The

present review rarely observed a higher suicide frequency in women

than that in men; e.g. the higher suicide rate in Iranian women was

attributed to their cultural background and means of suicide (63).

The present research observed a higher suicide frequency in the

patients with psychological disorders, including depression.

Previous studies also reported more suicidal ideation and

attempts in adolescents with depression or living in areas with

high suicide rates. These adolescents felt a lack of access to medical

services in their neighborhood (77, 78). Promoting access to health

services thus appears essential for evaluating health and preventing

suicide in adolescents (57). Depression might have lowered the

tendency to receive psychological services. It is therefore

recommended that preventive services be actively provided for

patients with depression, especially in high-risk areas.

The present research found negative relationships between

education levels and suicide frequency. Low levels of literacy have

also been found to relate to suicide rates in literature (79). The lower

suicide frequency in educated individuals can be explained by their

higher perception of the damage caused by suicide (80).

The present study found the total suicide frequency to be higher

in native, racial and ethnic groups. Similarly, a higher suicide

frequency was reported in the native Taiwanese (81). Research

explains this finding by easy access to pesticides, especially in rural

areas (81); nevertheless, the small proportion of minority

populations should be included in the analysis of ethnic and

racial data. The data should also be cautiously interpreted due to

failure to report suicides (65).

The present research observed positive relationships between

social isolation and suicide frequency. Similarly, previous studies

suggest shrinking peer-to-peer networks and social isolation can

increase suicide rates (74). Research also demonstrates higher

suicide rates in areas with more single-parent families (81).

Studies on differences in suicide rates between rural and urban

areas have found environmental factors such as transition from an
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agricultural economy, decline in population, marital instability and

growing rates of living in isolation to increase social fragmentation.

In line with the present study, research suggests positive

associations between divorce and suicide rates (75, 79, 82). The

risk of suicide was also found to increase in singles and divorced

individuals (83). Marriage can exert its protective effects through

improving socio-emotional stability and conformity to social

norms. The significant and positive relationship observed between

divorce and suicide, even in high-income strata, reflects the effects

of social welfare on suicide (75, 84). Marriage at young ages can

increase suicide frequency in women by increasing their family and

social stresses (63). According to Durkheim, divorce rates, number

of children, indicators of social integrity, and family ties play a key

role in suicide rates. In fact, the higher the divorce rate and the fewer

the children, the weaker the social integrity of the family and thus

the higher the suicide rate (85).

The present findings showed relationships between suicide and

unemployment. A review of the studies mostly conducted in

Western countr ies showed that unemployment i s a

socioeconomic factor associated with suicide rates (83, 86).

Despite the reported negative relationships of the socioeconomic

status and unemployment with suicide (75, 86), these relationships

have not been confirmed in the youth (57, 87). These findings

appear rational given that individuals aged below 18 are not

employed or allowed to be employed in most countries. Certain

studies also observed no significant relationships between

unemployment and suicide rates (79).

According to Durkheim, increased suicide caused by weakened

social norms can be associated with rapid economic and

demographic changes. Social displacement caused by population

and economic expansion and contraction can create an

environment for suicide in the absence of social workforce that

serves to reduce suicidal tendencies. In line with this argument by

Durkheim, the present and previous research suggests social

solidarity constitutes a major predictor of cross-sectional and

temporal changes in suicide rates (75). Research also suggests

positive relationships between socioeconomic deprivation and

suicide (75, 86). Furthermore, socioeconomic growth has been

found to prevent or reduce suicide (88).

This study observed the positive relationships of deprivation

and social disintegration with suicide in the youth and adolescents

(89). Some studies have found deprivation more effective than social

disintegration in suicide, whereas certain researchers reported social

disintegration as the dominant factor (54, 83); nevertheless, these

two variables were also found not to affect suicide elsewhere (90).

The present study found a higher suicide rate in adolescents and

the youth living in rural areas and on the outskirts than in those

living in urban areas; nevertheless some studies reported higher

suicide frequencies in urban areas (91, 92). According to previous

studies, the risk and frequency of suicide is higher in rural than in

urban areas (74, 75, 81, 93) This finding can be explained by higher

development, better socioeconomic status and access to psychiatric

services in urban areas as compared to villages (55, 94). The limited

economic infrastructure and jobs coupled with high

unemployment, low education levels and economic deprivation in

rural areas can adversely affect mental health. Climatic conditions,
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social isolation, lack of intimate friends and jobs and more firearms

can be associated with higher suicide rates in rural areas (55, 94).

Research suggests a spatial inequality in suicide rates between rural

and urban residents (91, 92).

According to previous studies, the risk factors of suicide include

social isolation, stigma of psychological disorders, easy access to

poisonous pesticides, economic problems and concentration of

ethnic minority groups (81, 95). In line with the present research,

previous studies demonstrated a higher suicide frequency in rural

than urban men (94). The higher prevalence of mortality in urban

areas can be explained by the extent of deprivation, low

socioeconomic status and large ethnic population in the

neighborhood where suicide occurs (92, 96).

This study found higher suicide rates in areas with a low

population density and coastal and mountainous regions.

Similarly, research suggests negative relationships between

population density and suicide rates (81). In low-density

population areas, individuals at risk may receive inadequate

outpatient care and treatment for psychological disorders and

drug abuse compared to the services provided in urban areas. The

residents of low density population areas also tend to keep and use

firearms, and some studies revealed relationships between higher

suicide rates and using firearms (65).

The present study observed no regular patterns of suicide;

nevertheless, previous studies reported the highest suicide

frequency in the spring, early summer and fall (61, 97, 98).

Certain researchers have also confirmed the relationship between

season and suicide in young age groups (99, 100). It appears that

seasonal patterns constitute a popular factor in suicide risk and

seasonal variations in mortality from suicide can help identify

factors affecting or preventing suicide.
Limitations

Inappropriate age classifications in previous studies prevented a

favorable comparison and meta-analysis in some cases. The

limitations of primary studies, such as the possibility of

inaccurate recording of suicide statistics in some years or

underreporting could have also affected the results of this study.

Alongside these limitations, however, the present study also has

strongpoints including that, to our knowledge, this is the first study

on the systematic evaluation of spatial, geographic, and other

factors related to suicide in adolescents and the youth; and its

findings can serve as a guide for qualitative and quantitative

research which may identify potential preventive interventions.
Policy making implications

Developing training courses and implementing suicide

prevention strategies in schools with the help of local leaders,
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influencers and peers; developing suicide prevention strategies in

villages and low-density areas; reducing access to firearms in

villages; allocating funds to geographical areas with a high

prevalence of suicide among the native people; increasing access

to mental health services, especially for men, individuals of 15-29

years, people living in rural areas and suburbs; socio-economic

development (policies to reduce divorce, increase the level of

education, reduce unemployment), and informing psychologists

and social workers about spatial and geographic factors related to

suicide in teenagers and young adults.
Conclusions

Geographic and demographic variables were found more

effective than spatial variables on suicide in the youth and

adolescents. Mortality from suicide was higher in men, residents

of rural and low population density areas, natives, 15-29 age group,

individuals suffering deprivation, social disintegration and

unemployment, divorced individuals and singles, single-parent

families, patients with psychological disorders and individuals

with low education levels. These findings suggest that policy

makers take spatial and demographic factors into consideration

when health systems allocate resources for suicide prevention, and

that national policymakers integrate demographic and geographic

variables into health service programs. Finally, future intervention

studies should seriously address the role of the variables in this

study in reducing the prevalence of suicide in teenagers and

young adults.
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